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Information:

Name: Blackbelt 2018

Theme: Karate

Production year: 2018

Type: Solid State (SS)

Features:

1 playfield

3 flippers
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3 pop bumpers

1 eject hole

2 ramps

1-bank spot target (1)

3-bank drop targets (1)

8-bank drop targets (1)
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I believe that if you buy one pack it should decrease the amount by how much money you spent on it like karts it should remove
that amout I spent on karts. This is a nice little turn based strategy game. It borrows heavily both in gameplay and in style from
Advance Wars on the GBA but Desert Ashes is a bit more basic. Not that it suffers from that, in my opinion. Sometimes a bit of
lightweight turn based strategy is just what I want.
It has come on since some of the 2014 reviews. I haven't noticed any bugs and the campaign maps don't require a return to the
main menu screen any more. It's got a nice automatic save-game, which even saved the state of play when the game crashed
once (I Alt-Tabbed).
All in all it's quite polished and does what it does well. It has some nice little touches like the ability to jump to any battle in the
scenarios and the way it will save every unfinished game - even if you have several.
The only negative points are that you can't bypass the cut-scenes which can be a bit annoying when you are playing a scenario
for the third or fourth time, the limited scenario battles (though it has a skirmish mode) and the rather basic AI of the computer
opponent. So not for hard-core strategists but good fun for a quick turn-based blast if that's what you are after.. A surprisingly
addictive tower defense game with a simple but cute artstyle.

On each level you'll have a certain amount of mana you can spend, with your units having varying costs and their own strengths
and weaknesses, so you have to work out who will be best placed where. As you defeat enemies, you gain more mana to place
more units or promote existing ones. Generally, I only promoted my units when I ran out of good spots to place more, and that
seemed to work fine.

I think the game has a satisfying level of difficulty; most stages weren't too easy but not too hard. Usually, if you fail, you'll have
a better idea of what to do next time to be able to beat it. There was one difficulty spike in one of the last area's levels, but I was
able to beat it after upgrading my equipment and trying out some different strategies.

The bosses were all pretty difficult, each taking multiple tries before I was able to beat them. It would have been nice if the
bosses had a health-bar so I could see how close I was getting to killing them. I needed to do some grinding to upgrade my gear
before I could beat the bosses, but this never took too long to do and I actually enjoyed replaying older levels with different unit
placements to see if I could beat them without taking any damage.

When I was levelling up my characters, I tried to give each of them a fairly even balance between 2 or 3 stats each. There's no
option to reset your stat distributions, so if you messed up and, for example, gave the mage a bunch of Strength, you probably
wouldn't be able to progress and would have to start a new game. Occasionally I did put a point in a stat by accident, so it would
have been nice to at least have some kind of confirm screen.

Overall, I would say that the game is a little rough around the edges but still worth trying out, especially considering its cheap
price.. I am an RPG maker addict. I just want to get that out there to begin with.

This game is wonderful. The story line......fantastic. A few awkward moments in the dark line, but it just adds to some of the
humor. I thoroughly enjoyed the game, the music, the story, the humor, etc. I usually refuse to pay this much for an RPG maker
game, but I thought I would take a chance on this one based on some of the other reviews. I don't regret it one bit.

Next up.....the light path!

****EDIT****

OK, I'm on the light path. I was worried it would just be the same story on the flip side. It's not. There are different areas you go
to, etc. Again, recommend sooooo much.. Lost the motivation after two hours. There is no need to do anything else in this game
then pushing a few buttons to earn money. There is no reason to buy new machines, everything happens instantly. If you are
using the machines it takes ages. All in all there is no objective, no goal you want to achieve.. Lalalalalalalalalalalalalalalalala

Bud Spencer and Terrance Hill was two childhood heroes that brought smiles and laughter to my heart.
So this game is a must have and for the 80's retro arcade style is brilliant. Plus it have multiplayer.

Good buy. Did you ever think to yourself "Man, Portal is too easy. I wish Valve's playtesters hadn't weeded out the 5
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emancipation grid room, or thrown up when walking on the ceiling"? Well, you're in luck.

This game is, from my vague knowledge of Metroid, a hybrid of Portal and Metroid. You are a scientist, stuck in his lab, with
all the areas therin sealed off by devious puzzles only solvable by your gateway (Portal) devices. Yes, devices. You get the basic
one early on, but then you find yourself needing to rotate gravity, and link time AND space, and make yourself small (or large,
but I managed to Portal all the large situations) through the same device. As you get more unlocks, you can explore more of the
map, and open up harder puzzles.

This doesn't have GLaDOS, but the cruel puzzles make up for it (you can buy automated solutions for just 25 hint orbs, but
generally the 5 orb "Is this possible yet?" question is more entertaining).

If you want a very much easier platformer with the same time mechanics as here you can check out Shuggy by the same dev.
But it is very very easy, and I'd only recommend it to kids. Seasoned platformers are going to find that the only challenge here is
trying to complete two player co-op with one character on each hand.
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this game♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥me off more than anything, who the ♥♥♥♥ paints hand crafted wooden figures with ♥♥♥♥ing
ROPE

and you never fully cover that♥♥♥♥♥♥with paint unless you wrap it 10000000 times. Fun wave shooter I like the horror
elements that are in the game..the price is a bit high I feel for what you get definetly get the game if it's on sale.. I played TMN,
the real free game, back in the days. Cool to see that the game still alive and that there are still people playing on it! If it is still
the case it is that the game has not aged so bad... Apart from the menus that are horrible .... 10/10

Alot more jobs to choose from like logging and missions
More machinery to choose from
Lot better physics
This is just the best Farming Simulator yet. A cute game that does not require a lo of thinking - but a bit of strategy on how to
best avoid the evil objects is not a bad idea.

A great soundtrack! (Enya style?!) - but the Japanese voices can be annoying once in a while: This is one of those games where I
would probable reverse my usual settings so music is at 100% but voices is at 40%.

A great game to kill time - but don't expect to solve all the problems of the world in this game.. Radio Man Has a Great Voice.
A short but extremely fun game.

Can get intense, know your surroundings, take breaks. Quite the cardio workout for a video game!

The tracking can be off sometimes and I found the in game arms were much shorter than mine so punches weren't as accurate as
I would have liked. I also found the dodging to be frustrating at times, it simply wouldn't track my head movement. That's not
unexpected from a VR game though and it didn't ruin my playing experience.

Overall it is a lot of fun and I would recommend!. glitchy glitchy, not worked on compatible mac or windows. tried numerous
times, sure some people get lucky. cheap enough to forget about it
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